BOMBÉ
2019 VISSER & MEIJWAARD

DESIGN INSPIRATION
It looks so simple and its design inspiration—a garden chair cushion--was so
modest. But this ‘Bombé folding screen—or, if you prefer, room divider—by
Steven Visser and Vera Meijwaard is an exercise in detailed perfection. You
only need to look at those wooden hinges to understand the thought that
went into the design and manufacture. Padded and upholstered, Bombé oozes
luxury whilst being utterly practical: easy to move, ideal for hiding-whatneeds-to-be-hidden, and the best way of defining different zones in a space.

BOMBÉ
DESIGNED BY VISSER & MEIJWAARD

WARRANTY

Visser & Meijwaard is the design studio of Steven Visser (1985) and
Vera Meijwaard (1988) in Arnhem, The Netherlands, both of whom
graduated from ArtEZ in product design. They are ambitious,
talented and have an interesting way of seeing the beauty in
sometimes utterly mundane objects. An immense Berlage-esque
cabinet was inspired by the unassuming lines of a simple grey
plastic crate. And their strikingly beautiful Bombé screen for Linteloo
harks back to none-too-interesting garden chair cushions. They
are able to see aesthetics where none were intended, retrieve them,
enlarge them and turn them into something quite extraordinary.
Visser & Meywaard’s work ranges from interior to conceptual
design, and from presentation to set design. Their versatility and
unique outlook is quickly gaining them international acclaim.

All LINTELOO sofas and chairs are backed by a 10-year warranty
on the frame. Cushions, upholstery and all other LINTELOO
products are backed by a 3-year warranty, with a depreciation of
1/3 each year. Please make sure you keep your invoice or receipt.
Excluded from the warranty are:
Regular wear and tear, damages and discolouration of upholstery
(fabric and/or leather).
Creasing, colour and structure variations and other irregularities,
which are part of the natural characteristics of fabrics, leather and/
or wood.
Complaints regarding fabrics and/or leathers which are not part
of the standard LINTELOO collection (specially supplied fabrics
and/or leathers).
Damages caused by improper use, inadequate or incorrect
maintenance, or repairs carried out outside the scope of
LINTELOO’s responsibility. LINTELOO uses the Terms and
Conditions of the Centrale Bond van Meubelfabrikanten, available
at www.linteloo.com.
If you have any questions, please contact your LINTELOO dealer or
LINTELOO’s customer service department.

DIMENSIONS

room divider walnut / oak
metrage (m) 6,00

SPECIFICATIONS
Frame: Solid oak or solid walnut.
Body: Plywood, wrapped in PU foam
Upholstery: Composition of fabrics depends on the customer’s
choice of upholstery. Leathers are either aniline or pigmented/
sealed.
Origin: Hand made in The Netherlands

OPTIONS
Finish: Oak: whitewashed. Walnut: natural. Protected by a matt
varnish
Upholstery: Fixed, available in all fabrics and leathers from
the LINTELOO collection. Customers can opt to supply their
own choice of upholstery fabric/leather. For an impression of
LINTELOO’s fabrics and leathers, see ‘Materials’ at linteloo.com
Special feathers: A set of subtle, rectangular metal feet is supplied,
which can be added for extra stability.

